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Parody band plays Moultrie
County Fair to large crowd
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''Tell the trutb and don't be afraid"

Restructuring topic of heated debate
By MATT ADRIAN
Editor-in-Chief
Eastern President David
Joms' visit to the Faculty Senate
led to a heated debate over the
vice president for external
relations position and the role of
the Senate.
The emergency meeting was
called by Senate members John
Allison, Lankford Walker and
Anne Zahlen to discuss whether
the decision to implement
restructuring the institutional
advancement was a violation of
the
Faculty
Senate's
constitution. According to the
constitution, the Senate must be
consulted about large changes in
the administrative structure of
the university.
On July 15, the university
announced that Jill Nilsen would
become the vice president for
externaJ relations. Her duties
would include liaison to the
Board of Trustees. She also will
oversee
planning
and
institutional studies, media
relations, publications, special
events, alumni services and
development, and the radio and
TV center.
''The position in question is
the vice president for external
relations." Joms said. "The vice
president for external relations is
the same position as the vice
president for institutional
advancement w ith a few
modifications and bas been
vacant for two or three years."
Joms added that the position
is the similar to the duties held
by the vice president of
institutionaJ advance prior to

1995.
"The vice president for
institutional advancement was a
little thin for a vice presidency
with the added duties it makes
the vice president position in all
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Murder for hire
suspect makes
first appearance
By MATT ADRIAN
Editor-in-Chief

Eastern President David Jorns spoke before the Faculty Senate,
Tuesday, about the proposed restructuring of institutional
advancement
respects," Jorns said. "It more concerned about."
clearly reflects what the area
Joms said the Faculty Senate
does."
should go to the BOT with
'Tue new president will have concerns.
to bold a national search." Joms
Walker began to ask a
said. 'The new president can do question about the vice president
away with the position or shuffle position, but Jorns began to
duties, it is not uncommon."
interject. Walker asked that Joms
Allison opened the questions not interrupt him when he had
segment of the meeting by the floor. Walker added that
asking why the faculty had not Jorns was a guest and should
been consulted about the change. answer questions aimed at him.
The senate first heard about the
'1 can take it. but I don't have
restructuring at its July 14 to show up," Joms said.
meeting, and was unable to form
"Can I finish my question?"
an opinion on the matter, Allison Walker asked. Walker asked why
said. The Board of Trustees the position of vice president for
approved the temporary position institutional
advancement
at its last meeting on July.
remained on the books, but had
"I think we followed been dissolved.
procedure," Joms said. "Again I
See RESTRUCTURING page 2
wouldn't have too much to be

~

A Charleston woman made
her first appearance in Coles
County Court yesterday on
charges of attempting to solicit
the murder of 10 people.
Kennie Lynn Burch, 51. of
6270 Snake Trial Road,
allegedly attempted to hire an
undercover police officer to
carry out the murders of eight
Coles County officials and two
private citizens. Burch's list
included Judges Ashton Waller
and Paul Komada; Coles County
States Attorney Steve Ferguson;
Coles County Sheriff's deputies
Darimont and Freezeland; court
services officer Allison Sanders;
Assistant State Attorneys John
Greenwood and John Watson
and
two private citizens
including Robert Bartley.
During Tuesday's court
appearance, Burch waived her
right to preliminary appearance
in 30 days of her arrest. The
reason for the rescheduling was
that her lawyer, Todd Reardon,
would be unable to schedule an
appearance until September. The

preliminary hearing is set for
Sept. 3 at 9:00 a.m. in
Courtroom four of the Coles
County Courthouse. Coles
County Judge Gary Jacobs will
preside over the case.
Ferguson asked the Jacobs to
make Burch comply with
booking procedures before a
preliminary hearing take place.
Burch
objected
to
be
fingerprinted until she had talked
to her lawyer, and until she had
been found guilty of a crime.
"I object to the use of my
fingerprints, because they are
mine until I'm found guilty,"
Burch said.
Reardon also filed a motion
that Ferguson remand himself
from the case because of he was
named on the murder list. In
press conference Monday,
Ferguson said he planned to
refer the case to the appellate
prosecutors office.
"So it doesn't appear that I
have an ax to grind," Ferguson
said.
According to an affidavit. the
police arrested Burch last

See BURCH page 2

NEWS ends summer run
Today is the last edition of the
summer print run of The Daily
Eastern News.
The newspaper will resume in
the Fall semester. The first issue
will be printed on Monday
August 24.

The advertising and editorial
staff will be returning by the
week of August 17.
People interested in running
advertising or contacting
reporters can contact them at this
time.

Monica Lewinsky gets full immunity from prosecutors
WASHINGTON (AP)
Monica Lewinsky has been given
blanket immunity in exchange for
testimony in Kenneth Starr's sixmonth investigation of her
relations hip with Presi dent
Clinton,
M s.
Lewinsky's
attorneys said today.
" We, as counsel for Monica
Lewinsky, have reached an
agreement today that for her full
and truthful testimony she wiJl
receive transactional immunity in
this case," said Plato Cacheris,
one of her attorneys.
Ms. Lewinsky's mother,
Marcia Lewis, was granted the
same level of protection from
prosecution, said her attorney,
Billy Martin. The mother bad
frequent telephone conversations

with her daughter about Ms .
Lewinsky's relationship with
Clinton. according to 20 hours of
tape recordings between Ms.
Lewinsky and former friend

Linda Tripp.
After talking to prosecutors for
five hours in New York on
Monday, Ms. Lewin~ky bas
agreed to testify that she had a
sexual relationship with the
president. legal sources said.
M s. Lewinsky's account also
includes information relevant to
Starr's probe of possible
obstruction of justice by Clinton
and bis associates in Paula Jones'
sexual harassment case against
the president, said the sources,
speaking on condition of
anonymity.
But sJle did not say Clinton

asked her to lie, the soun:es said.
"Her lawyer said that she' s going
to give complete and truthful
testimony, and if she does, that
should present no problem to the
president, obviously," White
House spokesman Mite McCurry
said.
" I think he's pleased that
things will work out for her."
Clinton talked with bis lawyer,
David Kendall, earlier today,
Mccurry said.
The former White House
intern arrived by taxi at her
lawyers' office about an hour
before the statement was read to
scores of reporters. She did not
appear with Cacheris and her two
other anomeys, Jacob Stein and
Nathaniel Speights.
Transactional immunity means

that Ms. Lewinsky will not be
prosecuted for any testimony that
she gives to Starr's office
regarding
matters
under
investigation. It is the most
protective type of immunity that
can be granted to a witness.
Ms. Lewinsky's account
closely tracked her lawyers'
proffer of evidence to prosecutors
early in the probe, according to a
key source. In that proffer, Ms.
Lewinsky was said to have told of
having a sexual relationship ~th
the president.
The source said the earlier
proffer contained "a fair amount
of information" dealing with Ms.
Lewinsky's conversations with
the president and bis confidants
about how they would deal-with
Mrs. Jones' sexual bara&sme•

lawsuit against Clinton. The
president denied under oath in the
Jones case that he' d bad sexual
relations with Ms. Lewinsky and
she filed an affidavit in the suit
saying "I have never had a sexual
relationship with the presidenL"
Ms. Lewinsky's former friend,
Mrs. Tripp, whose secret tape
recordings triggered the criminal
investigation of the president.
testified for a seventh day before
the grand jury. She was carrying a
large, square briefcase.
"It's going to be an intaesting
week, we think," said Mrs.
Tripp's spokesman, Philip
Coughter, who accompanied her
to the federal courthouse today.
There is a "possibility but bj

no means a certainty" that Mrs.

Sa .uNITY page 2
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RESTRUCTURE
Joms replied vice president for internal
advancement had not been dissolved, but
merely vacant.
"Lankford, as usual, in these matters you
are wrong," Joms said. "We can keep this
up as long as you want but you need to
behave."
Jorns said the the position remained
vacant. because no decision had been made
regarding the vice president for institutional
advancement. Jorns characterized the
restructuring as a change in title. Jill Nilsen
had many of the responsibilities described to
the vice president for external relations without the advancement and alumni services
duties.
"I restructure all the time," Jorns said
He added that the Senate would be
advised on a major restructuring of the university, but the vice president for external
relations "is not a major restructuring."
Joms said the emergency meeting had
been called by the members Zahlen, Walker
and Allison to get attention. He added that it
was not the place of the Faculty Senate to
make accusations or push theories of "a sin-
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Walker added.
However, the Senate objected to the vice
president of institutional advancement in
1995, because the vice president oversaw a
small staff, and not on the same level of
responsibility as other vice president positions. Senate member Gary Foster agreed.
'That is my point as well," Foster said.
''When the vice president for external relations was first created this body was critical
of the position, because it was not on the
same level with other vice presidents."
Chuck Eberly, senate member, said the
university had to act now in order to continue fundraising efforts opposed to waiting for
the national search to take place with the
new president.
"People with money don't want to talk to
people that are directors, but they do appreciate conversations with a vice president,"
Eberly said. "(Eastern) needs an individual
with vice president title, even if only acting."
In other business, the Senate received an
update on graduate school restructuring and
a short presentation on the new identification
system.

I think (Jorns' response) will hold an untold effect that will hamper dis·
cussion in the fall."
- Lankford Walker

Faculty Senate

ister conspiracy."
Joms said he was not surprised by the
actions of the senate members, because
nationwide Faculty Senates are losing
ground and turning to controversy to get
attention.
"Basically, this leads to harassment of the
administration," Jorns said. "Instead the
Faculty Senate should devote itself to substantive issues pertaining to faculty and the
administration of academic affairs."
Joms then left the meeting, because he
had to attend another meeting. The Senate
continued its discussion of possible option to
dealing with the position. The Senate decided to table the matter until next semester or
when the new president talces offices.

"I think (Jorns' response) will hold an
untold effect that will hamper discussion in
the fall, " Walker said
Senate member Ron Gholson supported
Joms position on the importance of the
restructuring.
"I didn't perceive (the restructuring) as an
earthshaking change," Gholson said
Walker said be was concerned about the
wide variety of duties under the vice president for external relations and their effects
on fund.raising.
"If we recognize funding as a major
source of our problems," Walker said. "Why
are we lumping funding with all these other
functionsr'
"Why not give funding a priority?"

from page one

Thursday after hearing a taped
conversation between Burch and
Illinois State Police undercover
agent Dale Rawdin. The affidavit
states that Burch met Rawdin at
the Grant Cemetery in Hutton
Township. At that time Burch
allegedly solicited Rawlins to
murder the 1en people. Burch
allegedly paid for the murders
with the title for a 1985 Chevrolet
Celebrity.
At Monday's press conference,
Coles County Sheriff Jim Kimball
said the department wa-; notified
of Burch 's intent by trli''i1lrdrmant. Ort the infonnatron pfovided the Sheriff's department in conjunction with the Coles County
States Attorney's office and the

Illinois State Police planned the the arresting officers. Waller is
sting operation.
the judge bearing the case and
Lonny Cooper, Coles County Ferguson was the prosecuting
Sheriff's chief deputy, said the attorney.
success of the operation dependCody Burch was charged with
ed on the use of the state police.
charges of reckless discharge of a
"The state police organization firearm, aggravated battery, unlawprovided the support, the equip- ful use of a weapon. resisting
ment. manpower and technology police and having no firearm
needed for the successful comple- identification card.
tion (of the arrest)."
Currently, he is suing the
The possible motive for the county. The suit alleges that the
murder plot is revenge. All the Sheriff's deputies were negligent
names on the list are connected to in stopping the shooting or that
court ca~es involving members of the !>heriff's deputies had shot
ihe'Burch family. l'n' February ltim.
f~97.~ Burt:h''s so'n,1 Cody,' was :.... :A:t'" the' pre~s "con'fe'r'e'ricc.
shot in a Coles County Sheriff's Ferguson called the last charge
department squad car. Officers "fairly ludicrous."
Darimont and Freezeland were
Currently, Burch's husband,

IMMUNITY
Tripp will finish her testimony
Wednesday, Coughter added.
A number of Secret Service
personnel also entered the
courthouse to testify before the
grand jury in the perjury and
obstruction probe.
Six additional Secret Service
uniformed officers have been
subpoenaed to testify this week,
Mike Leibig. head of an association of Secret Service officers.
said Monday night.
Leibig said 11 Secret Service
personnel have given grand jury
testimony in the Lewinsky

David I. McDonald, is 1~ing a
three-year sentence for talsifying
car registration and resisting
arrest in April.
ln 1993, Burch and McDonald
were sued ·by Oakland National
Bank for defaulting on ·a
$59,984.72 loan for landscaping
equipment. Komada was the
judge that heard the case and
found in favor of the bank. At
that time both Burch and
McDonald declared independence from the United States and
said they would live by God's
law. In 1he court documents from
the 'trial. both' submitt~d
tion of their political beliefs. In
Burch's statement, she wrote:
"You. the lawmakers, the

'd'eclara-'

J~'t'.nrs ~d

pie ~udge~. b~ your
lctions, nave ;ffirtg' telioqulst:id
your trust of the people. I, Kennie
Lynn Hudson Burch McDonald,
an American, declare I will
regain my sovereign status in my
native country of America, under
God's law, and with God's help
defend it and keep it independent
from the United Na1ions New
World Order or (any other foreign power). I will protect from
your legal plunder with whatever
means necessary."
Burch goes on to explain that
tyrants must l'lc,r.cmQVed.aod. w.i.11
,. uou'.!tis1 JUagement.
J l_,l..JtalU ' Ll""""·'·UhGlU JV
tace
"May He have mercy on your
souls, for the Americans dispensing your punishment will not."
1

11~

from page one

probe.
The Lewinsky-prosecutor
talks came on a day that Starr
won a majority victory from a
panel of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of
Columbia.
In a 2-1 decision, the panel
rejected Clinton's claim of
attorney-client confidentiality
and ordered presidential adviser
Bruce Lindsey to answer questions before a grand jury.
The panel majority said none
of Lindsey'-. conversations as a
White House adviser were pro-

tected from grand jury testimony. But the judges said Lindsey
- as a deputy counsel - dispensed legal advice in "at least
one" conversation, thus permitting a ruling on whether government lawyers could withhold
information in a criminal investigation.
The answer was no, the
majority said.
"With respect to investigations of federal criminal offenses. and especially offenses
committed by those in government,

government attorneys stand in a
far different position from
members of the private bar,"
U.S. Circuit Judges Judith
Rogers and A. Raymond
Randolph said.
Deputy Whitewater prosecutor Robert Bittman and Starr's
ethics counselor, Sam Dash,
participated in the questioning,
along with a female colleague,
the sources said.
"It wasn't a cross-examination; they weren't trying co
browbeat her: they were just
trying to get some answers,"

said one source.
Present for Ms. Lewinsky
were her lawyers , Stein and
Cacheris. It was not clear how
Monday's talks would affect
Clinton's legal strategy. A
senior Clinton adviser, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said
the president was prepared to
fight the subpoena he received
from Starr for grand jury testimony - and thus spark a constitutional battle - if the testimony
was not delivered on his own
terms.
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GM reaches agreement with union to end crippling strikes
after a period that I think all of us
feel bu been too long," he said.
FLINT, Mich. (AP) - General
Motors Corp. reached a tentative
agreement with its biggest union
Tuesday to end an almost twomonth battle that virtually shut
down GM's North American production and cost the No. I
automaker $2.2 billion.
"I know it's been a hardship on
our membership, this strike, and a
hardship on the community as
well," UAW President Stephen
Yokich said. "I hope in the near
future, lhe UAW and GM can sit
down and find a better way of
doing things."
GM lead negotiator Gerald
Knechtel. the company's vice
president of personnel, said the
automaker wants to build a more
constructive relationship with the
union.
"I think we can look with
promise to lhe future, having settled some very difficult disputes

Negotiators resolved issues at

the two striking parts plants in
FliDl and also at three other locations not on strike. A dispute at
two brake plants in Dayton, Ohio,

was the last obstacle to a comprebensi ve settlement, but UAW
Vice
President
Richard
Shoemaker said the agreement
announced Tuesday includes "a
framework that we think we can
use to then resolve the issues at
Dayton."
The accord includes a provision that the Dayton plant will not
be sold until at least January 2000
and the union will not strike
against the plant in Dayton.
Shoemaker said. There is no guarantee that there will not be strikes
elsewhere. he said.
Knechtel said the agreement
allows the union to keep so-called
''pegged rates" at the Flint stamping plant's engine cradle opera-

Charges won't be waived
fo~ Susan McDougal
SANTA MONICA, Calif.
(AP) - Embezzlement charges
against Whitewater figure Susan
McDougal will not be dismissed
before her trial, a judge said
Tuesday, refusing to bold a bearing on the question.
In a written ruling denying a
defense request, Superior Cowt
Judge Leslie Light said evidence
relating to any count that might
be di!mlisstd could be
to
the remaining counts in the trial.
Defense attorney Mark
Geragos had argued that the
statute of limitations bad run out
by the time Mrs. McDougal was
accused of stealing $150,000
from conductor Zubin Mehta and
his wife, her former employers.
Geragos, who raised the issue last
week, said most counts should be
dismissed.
Mrs. McDougal, 43, a former
business partner of President and
Hillary Rodham Clinton, is
charged with fraildulently mill&
credit cards to pay for clothing,
travel and other luxuries for herself while she worked as a bookkeeper and personal assistant to
Mehta and his wife, Nancy, from
1989 to 1992.
The embezzlement case is
unrelated to Mrs. McDougal's

i'elevant

business dealings with the
Clintons.
Mrs. McDougal, who spent
nearly two years in prison for
fraud and refusing to answer
prosecutor Kenneth Starr's questions before the Whitewater
grand jury, has repeatedly
claimed that Starr is behind her
prosecution in the embeuJement

case.
Light banned cameras in the
courtroom except for a brief period on the first day of trial, scheduled for Aug. IO. The judge has
ordered Mrs. McDougal, who is
under house detention in
Arkansas, to appear in his courtroom Aug. 7 to prove she has
arrived in California and is ready.
Her health has been the cause
of several trial delays. She suffers
from severe back problems
including herniated discs and
spinal compression, according to
her lawyer, and was being fitted
with a back brace to enable her to
stand trial.
In addition to 18 months
behind bars for contempt of
court, she served three months of
a two-year sentence for fraudrelated felonies involving a
$300,000 loan she received in
1986 from a federally backed
lending company.

lion. That policy allows workers
to quit early if they reach set production quotas. .
But Knechtel said the agreement includes other steps - which
he would not disclose pending
ratification of the agreement - to
increase productivity at the plants.
At issue in both Flint disputes
were work rules, the future of the
plants, health and safety concerns,
and contracting work to outside
suppliers. Workers at both plants
- feared GM planned to send their
jobs to Mexico or overseas.
A fow-day arbitration hearing
was held last week to consider
GM's complaint that the strikes
were illegal. Marathon talks
began Saturday, lhe last day of the
arbitration hearing, leading to
speculation that both sides feared
the potential of an unfavorable
ruling and were rushing to end the
strikes before lhe arbitrator issued
his decision.
Labor Secretary Alexis

Herman said President Clinton

spoke with Yokich and GM Chief
Jack Smith on Tuesday afternoon
and told them that the agreement
they bad reached wasn't only
good for the parties but also "for
the country. because this ensures
that we will continue on sound
economic footing."
Although the settlement was
announced after the stock market
closed, GM shares rose $1.12 to
$74.25 on the New York Stock
Exchange as news spread that a
settlement appeared close.
Despite the devastating strike,
GM's stock didn't fall lower than
the mid-60s during the strikes and
has mostly stayed close to the $75
per share level it reached just
before the Flint walkouts.
A comprehensive settlement
means ratification votes for the
two striking Flint locals would be
held Wednesday morning, UAW
regional director Cal Rapson said
before the settlement was

announced. If workers at the
Delphi Flint East plant approved
their settlement, they would
return for the second shift
Wednesday, Rapson said earlier.
He did not say when Flint Metal
Center workers might return.
Ratification votes are not
required for the other plants
because they aren't on strike.
The strikes had virtually halted
Norlh American production of the
world's biggest automaker. idled
more than 192,900 workers, and
cost GM an estimated $2.2 billion
in lost profits.
Twenty-seven of GM's 29
major. wholly owned assembly
plants on the continent were idled
by the strikes. More than 100 GM
parts plants also were affected. in
addition to dozens of suppliers.
Even after ratification, it would
take several days for the first of
the assembly plants to resume
operation as the parts pipeline out
of Flint is filled.

Killers of U.S. student receive amnesty
CAPE TOWN. South Africa
(AP) - Five years after American
student Amy Biehl died at the
hands of a mob, her killers walked
free Tuesday after receiving
amnesty from the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission.
The commission, which is
investigating hUOWl rights abuses.
committed in the fight against
white rule, said the crime was
political and the four men had told
the full truth - the two criteria
needed for amnesty.
The killing of the 26-year-old
student in 1993 drew international
attention to South Africa's racial

violence.
Vuswnzi Ntamo, Ntobeko Peni,
Mzikbooa Nofemela and Mongezi
Manqina stoned and stabbed Biehl
to death in the Guguletu black
township outside Cape Town.

They were among a crowd of
blacks who attacked her car and
chased her down the street.
Friends and relatives traveled to
three separare prisons in the Cape
Town area on Tuesday to greet the
men. Walking out of Brandvlei
prison in Worcester, 85 miles
llOltbeut of Cape Town. Manqina
said he was happy to be released.
His mother and other relatives
hugged and kissed him.
"We can't believe that he is
out," said his mother, Evelyn
Manqina. "As a mother I am very
happy, bpt on the other side I am
not happy. I feel the pain of Mrs.
Biehl. I am not glad because of
what my child has done."
Biehl's parents, Peter and Linda
Biehl. had attended the amnesty
bearing and publicly forgave their
daughter's killers after the men
apologized for the slaying.

In a statement from their home
in Newport Beach, Calif., the
Biehls said they supported the
amnesty decision.
"We hope they will receive the
support necessary to live productive lives in a non-violent atmsphere. Jn fact. we hope the spirits
of Amy and of those like her will
be a force in their new lives," the
family said
Biehl, a Fulbright scholar, was
in South Africa to help with voter
registration for the nation's first
all-race election in 1994 that ended
apanheid.
The four killers, convicted and
sentenced to 18 years in prison,
testified at their amnesty hearing
that they believed their political
leaders wanted them to attack
whites - also called "settlers" by
black militants - to highlight the
grievances of blacks.

Minority groups push census sampling
WASHINGTON (AP)
Supporters of the Clinton administration's contested bid to use scientific sampling in the 2000 census
endorsed the effort at the White
House on Tuesday.
All contended they represent
minorities and institutions hurt by
serious undercounting in 1990
census. Representing blacks,
Latinos, Asians, elementary school
principals, county governments.

and other groups, they huddled at
the White House with administration and Census Bureau officials.
President
Clinton
and
Democrats in Congress favor using
statistical sampling in the next census to avoid undercounts of minorities, children and the rural poor.
But Republicans strongly oppose
the idea, arguing that the
Constitution requires a national
census done by head count and
that previous experience with sam-

piing bas shown it to be faulty.
At stake is a redrawing of congressional districts, based on the
census data, that could shift seats
to states that have many urban that is, mainly Democratic - areas.
Billions in federal and private
funds also are linked to census
data.
"In the 1990 census, there was
not a full, fair, accurate account,"
said Wade Henderson, representing the Leadership Council.
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Openness can relieve
tension between
campus groups

P

resident David Jorns attended an emergency Faculty Senate meeting to answer
questions about the vice president for external relations position.
What started as a simple Q&A quickly
became a long discussion involving short
tempers. While Jorns answered basic questions about the proposed changed to institutional I advancement,
he dismissed question
he thought were irrelevant.
This attitude along with what can only be
called as playground name calling lowered
the chances for real concerns to be
addressed.
Jorns interrupted Faculty Senate member
Lankford Wallier before he tould finish a
question about the changes in the vice presidents position. He characterized the emergency meeting as a way for Faculty Senate
members Anne Zahlen, John Allison and
Walker to get attention for their own agendas.
To top things off, Jorns said the Senate's
like others across the country was in decline
and more interested in accosting administrators than dealing with faculty i~sues.
However, this is not why the meeting was
called. The meeting was called because of
concern over the lack of consultation by the
administration with the Faculty Senate about
the proposed changes.
The problem could have been easily avoided if the administration came forward earlier
with the changes to various campus constituencies.
The information was not released to the
public until after the Faculty Senate meeting
and only six days before the Board of
Trustees approved the changes.
When were groups like Faculty Senate and
the Council of Chairs able to really digest the
changes in the administration? Frankly, the
administration didn't allow time for the process. While the vice president for external
relations may be of value to the changing
face of the university, it will be hard to tell if
the debate is stifled and riddled with name
calling.

Edl.tOrI·aJ

' ' today's quote
The Arrogance of power

-James William Fulbright

Life 'round the square yesterday and today
The Charleston courthouse
gregation all. found Mr.
sits atop a gentle slope which
"Occup_y the same Maddock guilty, but let him off
rises from the Town Branch at
with a small fine while "church
the south and settles down into
space that
services in Charleston proceedAbraham Lincoln ed unmolested."
the rolling corn and bean fields
that head north. The courthouse
once to occupied. 'Round the Square is also home
also rests, perhaps more imporAnd wander the
to less eccentric stories. like
tantly. on the broad shoulders of
that of George E. Mason.
Coles County history.
halls of our own
Itinerant newspaper man and
Built from sandstone quarried
TRAVIS MCDADE
rich history."
sometime owner of the
Charleston Courier , Mason
at the Embarrass, and limestone
Regular columnist
from a little farther east, this
split his time between Illinois
building at the center of the
and California, but always consquare has stood the way it stands today for almost one tinued to send columns for publication: "A man who's
hundred years. its clock tower signaling the hour to a has spent so many years in Illinois and has been raised
scattering of birds.
on Ambraw water, gets tired of so much sunshine, so
Aware of such things, and as interesting as a person much fine weather, of the ferns, the oranges, the ocean
ha!. a right to be, Nancy Easter-Shick has spent the past and mountains..."
three years (along with Bonnie Brooks Clark) working
If you are interested in such things, and can stand to
on a history.
wait until November to get at them, you can call Ms.
Displaying the life of the square (and surrounding Easter-Shick (348-0024) and reserve a copy. As she
town) a decade at a time, Ms. Easter-Shick concerns her- says, paraphrasing Lincoln. ''if you like this son of book,
self with history both exciting and mundane. From the you'll like this book."
trial concerns of a young Whig (soon to be Republican)
More immediately, however. there is something else
lawyer in the I 840's to the various locations of the Post yon can do
Office, 'Round the Square: Life i11 Downtown
Next time you have an hour for lunch or an afternoon
Charleston 1830-1995 is a comprehensive look at the off, take a stroll around the square. Forsake the eras
story of the county seat.
modernity and fluorescem jungle of Lincoln Avenue and
Within its pages is Charleston resident Usher Linder, invest in a little permanence.
a contemporary of Lincoln who was Illinois attorney
Indulge yourself at any of the fine eateries and stores
general and served four terms in the legislature. An around the square and ponder the astounding number of
1887 history of Clark and Crawford counties, where law offices within one hundred yards of the courthouse.
Linder rode the circuit with Lincoln, says his "genius Of an evening take in a show at the Will Rogers Theatre
was transcendent, brilliant. flashing, unstable, and dis- or, occasiona!Jy, across the street at the Charleston
eased."
Alley Theatre.
Aside from his other concerns, it seems. Linder was
Or, like Ms. Easter-Shick, just breathe in the air that
also a devout follower of William Miller, the Baptist they used to breathe. Occupy the same space that
preacher who predicted the world would end by March Abraham Lincoln once to occupied. And wander the
21, 1844. On that day Linder led to the square and halls of our own rich history.
preached before a crowd of people who he soon conIt is said of the Balkans, birthplace of so many great
vinced that the fires of damnation were just about to wars, that they produced more history there than could
cross the Embarrass river. As it turns out, they didn't (I be consumed locally. The consumption of that commodthink they must have stayed in Indiana where they had ity here in Charleston, if we work at it, could be just
their work cut out for them), and Charlestonians had to about right.
get back to the task of living on Earth.
Also included is the story of the lawsuit brought
Travis McDade is a graduate student in English and
against John Maddock, Blacksmith, by Hiram Buck, can be reached at cgrm@pen.eiu.edu.
Methodist preacher. Apparently the rather learned Mr. •This column was conceived and written on the north
Maddock would continually interrupt Mr. Buck's Sunday side of the square, on a table outside Marrianne 's ,
service with questions of faith and fact. At the end of thanks largely to copious amounts of her outstanding
the trial the jury, doubtless members of Mc. Buck's con- iced coffee.
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Grad thanks UPD
for helping find
stolen bike
Dear Editor,

I would like to take this opportunity to spread some positive light on an
institution at this university that seldom receives positive feedback. At
around 11 :00 one evening I was running an errand to one of the residence
halls. I only planned to be inside for
no more than five minutes, so I didn't
lock my bicycle up, but rather placed
it on the bike rack with other bikes
that were locked so as to attempt to
disguise it as being locked up and
saving a few minutes of my time.
As planned, I was only in the hall
for about five or six minutes. When I
came back out, my bike was gone. I
first though that somebody was playing a prank on me since I was only
gone a few minutes. Then I realized
that my negligence had allowed my
bike to be stolen. I had always heard
that if your bike is not registered with
the University Police Department
there is little they can do if it gets
stolen. As such. I considered not even
calling them. However. I opted to go
ahead and file a report just in case the
thief would happen to leave it somewhere on campus.
I phoned the University Police
Department. They sent Officer Brian
Houston to the area where my bicycle
was stolen. He took the report,
announced the description and time
frame to the other university police
units, and within 10 minutes a number of police officers were asking me
to identify what they thought was my
bicycle. It was.

-

your turn
I realize that finding a stolen bicycle is not a life saving situation by
any means, but you may not know the
sick feeling you get in your stomach
when you realize that you have been
"robbed ." The Eastern Police
Deparunent responded to a person in
need and came through for that person all in about 10 or 15 minutes.
I wish to thank the department for
its efficiency and dedication to the
students and staff of Eastern Illinois
University. All of the officers do a
fine job in serving and protecting the
campus and Charleston community.

Jason Maulding
Graduate Assistant

Rennels comments
aimed at business
not students
Dear Editor,
My name is Melissa Girten and I
am a student senator. As a senator, I
have been working on the proposed
shuttle bus with the Chamber of
Commerce and the City of Charleston
for roughly the past four months.
During this time, the Chamber and
the City have both been very helpful.
Larry Rennels has been the chief
member of the Chamber to work
directly on this project. Because he is
the president of the Chamber, he is
naturally working on the shuttle
because of the potential impact that it
will have on the businesses along the
route. It is in this capacity that Larry
spoke to the Charleston Times

Courier for their recent article.
I feel that it is necessary to explain
that this anicle, which was referred to
in the Kevin Goheen's column on
July 27. was directed toward the businesses and people of Charleston, not
to the students. Because of their audience, it is easy to see why the Times
Courier, as well as Mr. Rennels,
would focus mainly on the impact the
shuttle will have on the city. I. however. as a student am focused on the
impact the shuttle will have on the
student body. They are the ones the
system is being devised for and they
will have a chance to let us know if
they wish to proceed with the project
in the elections in September.

Melissa Glrtai

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News acce
letters to the editor addressing local.
state, national and internation
issues.
They should be less than 2SO
words and include the author's name,
telephone number and address;
Students must indicate their year ·
school and major. Faculty, admini
tration and staff should indicate
position and department. Lettc
whose authors cannot be verified
not be printed.
Depending on space constrain
we may have to edit your letter,
keep it as concise as possible.
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arody act captivates in spite.of complaints
young lad replied "Jeremy Yoder."
Being in the heart of Amish countl)', near
such establishments as Yoder's Cabinets.
Yoder's Lamp Shop and Yoder's Country
Kitchen, the irony was not lost on the crowd.
McGee later commented that in radio that
incident was what they would call a "jackpot"
McGee gave up bis spotlight a few minutes later to the main entertainment of the
evening. Greeting the crowd with a good ol'
hearty "Hello, heathens!" the Electric Amish
proceeded to talce over.
Their repertoire began with the classic
"We are an Amish Band (Yah, YAh)", which
drew amazing cheers from the crowd.
They followed up with ditties such as
"Come Together (And Build A Barn)",
"Barn to be Wild.', "Graeber Be Good" and

The crowd grew restless as their watches
time with the setting sun. Isolated hoots
boilers erupted from the bleachers.
And then, in an act of what could only be
ned as sheer desperation. the seething
of fans began to chant...
"a-MISH! a-MISH! a-MISH!"
The security guards patrolling the areas
either side of the stage appeared nervous
the people they were there to serve and
t writhed in their seats.
Just when all was thought to be lost, a
y moved behind the stage curtain. Local
·o celebrities emerged and county fair
ty pa<;sed before the audience.
But, wait. Who is that'? Could it be?
k! There they are! It's ... it's....Chick
and The Electric Amish!!!
O.K.. so I embellished a little bit Call it
·c license. Jt's an interesting mental picthough. Don't you agree?
Actually, ifs not that far off from how the
ctric Amish concert at the Moultrieglas County Fair really got started.
The crowd did get a little restless due to
fact that the band members were busy
· g T-shirts and CD covers when show
rolled around.
Afttt a few group chants and many failed
•mpts al starting the wave, activity on the
finally began.
"Chick" McGee, from the nationally
wn Bob and Tom radio show, made bis
appearance and took it upon himself
eorenain for a short time.
Only avid listeners of the Bob and Tom
llM:ram were privy to understanding some
the jokes told by the radio pcrsooality.
er, that didn't stop the audience from
ping and shouting out the familiar
·· · CK" on top of questions about the
· show.
One of the first highlights of the evening
when McGee requested a volunteer
audience. He randomly picked out a
g man sitting in very close proximity to
stage.
When asked what his name was. the

I
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"Mush".

lbe rage against the machines continued
with songs entitled "I Want to Hoe Your
Land", ''Big 01' Horse and Buggy" and "l
Want to Dress in Black and White (And
Work Real Hard All Day)''.
While the crowd thoroughly enjoyed the
parody-writing band. there were many people who proteSted the concert weeks before
the fair began. Not wanting to let the controversy go by unnoticed, the Electric Amish
made numerous references to "letter to the
editor writing...
As the crowds gathered in the makeshift
grandstand, everyone couldn't help but
notice the unusually high number of secwity
guards in the area. The possibility of trouble
was brewed in the back of the crowds' mind.
There were even rumors of angry Amish
who were going to attack the crowd with
eggs, but the evening went by very peacefully.
Minus the heckling of the crowd when
the fourth member of the band, Yoder,
stopped pedaling the mountain bike set up at
the side of the stage that was supposed to
"supply" power to the imtnuncnts.
"We're Amish," the group stated. "We
don't use electricity."
Many "leuc:r-to-tbc-editor writing" people
felt that the group that started out as one man
dressed up for Halloween were out to poke
fun al only those of the Amish religion.
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animals, the Electric Amish did provide
quite an entertaining evening. Not only did
they share their parody writing talents, but
they made the point that it could be any person of any group being poked at.
And. an even more subtle point? •The pe<>ple who were complaining the most about
the Electric Amish appearance in the heart of
Amish country are most likely the ones
spending their time picking out those people
to poke at.
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nwnerous

and jokes throughout the evening, it was
plainly obvious that no person of any religion was safe.
The FJectric Amish do have a good side,
even though all of the recent negative publicity woulcHlave•peOple: beli~ing other-1
wise. A significant percentage of revenue
from their latest CD, "Milldn' It", will be
donated to the Indiana Division of the
American Cancer Society.
Despite the fake beards and the numerous

_.
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Pension
Fund.''
-Money
Magazine, January 1998
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Health officials search for origin of swamp fever
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) Health officials searching for the
cause of an unprecedented outbreak of "swamp fever" at Lake
Springfield may face needJe-in-ahaystack odds.
Did the contamination come
from waste at some nearby hog
farm? What about the abundant
wildlife living along the lakeshore?
Or is there some olher cause.
something they haven't considered
yet?
"I think we're looking, potentially. at a very large investigation," said Clint Mudgen, chief of
the environmental health division
at the state Department of Public

Health.
Eighty-four people have fallen
ill with apparent cases of leptospirosis, also known as swamp
fever, after swimming in Lake
Springfield. Officials have confirmed leptospirosis in eight of
those cases. and preliminary tests
have found the bacteria in lake
water.
Officials have closed the lake's
beaches (aside from one where the
water is chlorinated) and warned
people against swimming or .skiing
there.
Mudgeu said swamp fever outbreaks usually occur in farm ponds
and affect only a handful of people. He knows of no other U.S.

outbreak involving such a large
lake or group of victims.
"There's little doubt we're looking at something unique," be said.
Swamp fever is carried by urine
from animals. People usually contract the disease when contaminated water gets into a cut or absorbed
through membranes in the nose or
mouth.
Symptoms include fever. chills,
a throbbing headache, severe muscle aches. eye inflammation and
skin rash. If untreated, the infection
can cause liver failure, meningitis,
re.spiratory disca'e or kidney dam·
age and is fatal in about I percent
of cases. health officials say.
To prevent further outbreaks,

officials must figure out how contaminated urine reached the lake.
Mudgett said they are trying to
identify concentrations of farm animals along the lake or its tributaries. Veterinarians will test the
animals to see whether they carry
the disease.
"There's absolutely no indication it may end with that," he said.
"We'll be fanning out, I imagine."
That means testing animals farther from the lake and. if they
strike out there. testing' animals
still farther out.
At the same time. officials can
try to trap wild animals along the
lake and te:.t them.
1f it turns out the disease is

being spread by wildlife, that
the possibility that they might
tinually re-infect the lake, e
gering swimmers. Mudgett
was too early to discuss that
bility.
Officials may have one pi
evidence to guide their search,
Martin Hugh-Jones, a profes
veterinary medicine at Louis·
State University.
Different types of leptosp·
are common in different types
animals, he said. Laborntory
should identify the type of 1
tospirosis
plaguing
L
Springfield, telling officials
animals to investigate. Hugh-J
said.

Jesse Jackson still
Illinois remains on regulators list of
hospitalized for asthma troubled ridden nuclear power plant
CHICAGO {AP) - Former presidential candidate Jesse Jackson
will remain hospitalized at least
one more day for treatment of
bronchia asthma, a physician said
Tuesday.
"We called you here because we
thought we had good news. but
that news has been changed," Syd
Finley, a spokesman for Doctors
Hospital of Hyde Park, told
reporters who had assembled in
the lobby for Jackson's expected
discharge.
"We did anticipate releasing
him, but he's still feeling rather
weak, so he'll stay in at least one
more day," said Dr. Elsie Walker,
an internist and president of the
hospital's medical staff.
Walker said Jackson still
remained in his bed Tuesday but
was reading and doing some work.
She said the hospital had not
restricted Jackson's visitors, and be
bad met with quite a few of them.
Jackson, 56, came to the hospi-

tal Saturday night coughing,
wheezing and experiencing shortness of breath after a
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition rally.
He was examined by Walker and
by Dr. Wilfrid Jean-Jacques. an
infectious disease specialist. JeanJacques said he found no indication that Jackson was suffering
from pneumonia or any other
infection.
Walker confirmed that Jackson
bas been treated for asthma in the
past and uses regular medication
for the condition.
"He's had asthma for quite
some time," she said, adding that
Jackson's medication level would
be adjusted before he leaves the
hospital. Walker said she was
adding steroid pills to the civil
rights leader's daily asthma regimen.
Jackson got sick on a trip to
Africa a week ago, and a busy
schedule after his rerum worsened
his condition, according to one of
his sons, Jonathan Jackson.
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largest nuclear utility it must fi
way to erase doubts it can s
operate all six of its plants.
Of Dresden, Oliver King
ComEd's chief nuclear offi
said, "Improvements have
erOded, but there is additional
to do." He also said the Quad
plant "doesn't meet my ex
lions."
Neither NRC spokesman
Strasma nor ComEd spokes
DonKirchoffner would co
Tuesday on the new watch
which commissioners already

accepred
The other ComF.d plants on
list are the Zion and LaSalle p
ComEd also operates nucl
plants at Byron and Braidw
LaSalle is tempomrily .closed
to safety problems, with one
tor scheduled to begin restarting
the next couple of weeks.
The Zion plant is perm
shuttered.
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ing, the two most likely candidates
for an upgrade Wednesday are the
Dresden and Quad Cities plants.
Dresden, located near Morris,
has been on the list for eight of the
last 11 years. Despite improvements, it also has seen sevei"al automatic shutdowns due to mechanical
breakdowns - known as "scrams."
Quad Cities has been listed
before but was not on the formal
list in January. Instead, it was the
nation's only plant cited for declining performance. Quad Cities,
located near Moline, also had
recent scrams but has had some
progress resolving fire-safety problems.
At a meeting last month
between ComEd and the NRC,
utility executives said they would
like to see Dresden removed from
the list But they were also candid
about the many improvements still
needed to win commissioners' confidence.
The NRC has told the nation's

2 Pizzas

~Dozen

503 Jefferso1L Charleston•

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
question is the same every six
months: Will Illinois' bruised
image as the home to the largest
concentration of troubled nuclear
power plants get even a small
boost?
On Wednesday. federal regulators are to release a new "watch
list" of the nation's nuclear plants
with the highest potential for safety
problems. All eyes are on Chicagobased Commonwealth Edison to
see if any of its six .reactors on the
list - plus two more singled out as
sources of serious concem - will be
removed.
The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's list, last revised in
January to include 13 reactors
nationwide, also includes lllinois
Power's Clinton nuclear plant.
Shut down since September 1996,
the plant may be restarted this year.
Of the ComEd nuclear plants
targeted for special NRC monitor-
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For Rent
LABLE NOWI 2 Bedroom
bath furnished apartment,
ral air, close to campus.
h paid and free laundry
~· 1017 Woodlawn. 348-

6.

r129

IA Home.

$200/month per
on. Available in August.
after 5 p.m. 342-9307.

129
RNISHED APTS FOR 3
PLE. $215 AND $225
H.
FREE PARKING,
OL,
CENTRAL
AIR.
EAT LOCATION. 345-

For Rent

Help Wanted

Sublessors

Make Money

Spring '99. Free food , no
lease, free utilities, free laundry, furnished room. Girts only,
$400/month. 345-1284 after 6

McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom - Furnished. No petsl
Call
345-2231.

Need extra money for summer? Sell Avon. Call 345·
4197 or 235-1544.

SUB-LEASE 2 BOA APT. LIVING ROOM FURN ISHED.
WASHER/DAYER. ACROSS
FROM SIGMA Pl. 1 MO FREE
RENT. CENTURY 21 WOOD
REAL ESTATE, JIM WOOD.
217-345-4488.

Earn over $10,000 In the next
month. Easy details :888-617·

pm.
7129

7129

2 BR apts. for 1 or 2. 10 or 12
month leases. Rent now and
get a free 4 day/3 night vacation at no extra cost. Century
21 Wood Real Estate, Jim
Wood, 345-4489.

7129
Very nice 2 bedroom house at
320 W. State.
Water &
Garbage included. 12 month
lease, $500. 345-4508
7129
2 BA Apartment fully furnished
near Old Main. Private sundecks. Ultra nice. Some utilities mcluded. Available Fall 98.
Call 348--0157.
7/29

EDROOM APARTMENTS.
tlple locations. For more
ails call 345-5088. 9 am - 5

1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments.
Call 345-6533.
7129
3 BA Apt. Available August 1
at the Atrium. Furnished with
access to swimming pool & hot
tub. $750/month. 345-5022.

Timberwoods Mobile Home
Court on E Street - Nice 2
bedroom mobile home. Water
and trash included. $350 $375 per month. 345-4508.

7129
Dorm size refrigerators.
Carlyle Rentals. 348-n46.
7/29
Nice 2 bedroom duplex. 2
blocks from the Union. $430
per month. Call 345-2730.
Will Consider Pets.

7129
Best value, nicely furnished, 2
bedroom, $250 each. Water &
garbage included, close to
campus. 10 month. 348-0288.
7129
2 BA large apartment, 2 blocks
from Union. Furnished, trash
paid, off the street parking.
Call between 9 - 5 at 345-5088.

7129

7129

)edroom Apt. 1430 1/2 9th
'&et. $175/person. Call 345~1.

7/29

:

EDROOM APT. Great loca' near campus. For more
lails call
-5088, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
7/29

7

For Rent

"LABLE FOR FALL AND
RING . TWO BEDROOM
RNISHED APTS. FREE
RKING, POOL, GREAT
CATION. 345-6000.
7/29

. droom Apt. 62 Madison.
/person. Call 345-6621.
/29
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Charleston. 2 be<lroom house.
No pets. 348-5293.
7129
New 2 bedroom apartment at
320 West State Street, water
and
garbage
Included.
$400/month. 345-4508
7129
Studio apartment for rent on
the square. can 348-8055.
7/29

Nice 4 BR apartment 2 blocks
from Old Main. Trash paid.
Stove, refrigerator, A/C, furnished. Low utilities. Call
between 9 - 5 at 345-5088.
7/29
2 BEDROOM APT, NORTH OF
SQUARE ,
FURNISHED,
WASHER • DRYER, OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER &
TRASH
PAID.
PETS
ALLOWED. 348--0927.
7129

ices, ·

7129
Motivated, dependable individ·
uals needed to work 12-8 in a
small group home with developmentally disabled adults.
Would need to work every
Monday,
Tuesday
and
Wednesday night.
Some
weekend day hours are also
available. Experience preferred, but not required.
Applications may be picked-up
after 4 pm at 415 4th Street or
call Regina at 348-1723.
7129
HELP WANTED. Eastside
Package flexible hours. MUST
BE Available on weekends. 25
hrs. per week. Apply in person.
18th St & Jackson. 345-5722.
7/29
HELP WANTED. Eastslde
Package flexible hours. MUST
BE Available on weekends. 25
hrs. per week. Apply In person.
18th St. & Jackson. 345-5722.

7129

Offic1al Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.

Roommates
Looking for a place to liVe? We
are looking for a roommate for
Brittany Ridge apartments.
Call Keith fo r details. (618)
234-1827.
7/29
1 male roommate for 98-99
school year. Own bedroom,
$235/month plus utilities, close
to campus. Call 345-3148

7129
Female roommate wanted
ASAP or Fall. 2 bdrm apt.
Own room funrnished to suit.
$240 + utitlities. 345-1229

7129
Female roommate needed. 2
Bedroom Furnished Apartment.
No Petsll Call 345-2231.

7129

Part-time position distributing
advertising materials on campus. No selling involved. All
materials provided free of
charge. 1-800-YOUA JOB.
www.acmnet.com/postering/yo
urjob.htm
7/29

Services Offered
FAEEE CASH GRANTS!
College .
Scholarships.
Business. Medical Bills. Never
Repay. Toll Free 1-800-2189000 Ext G-2262.
7129

o!~;

••

7129

Male roommate needed. 2
Bedroom Furnished Apartment.
No Pets. Phone 345-2231.

7129

3260. Recorded message.

7129
The DaHy Eastern News is now
hiring A d Designers for Fall
Semester 1998. This is a great
experience for graphic design
majors, but all majors are welcome. Quark XPress and
Adobe Photoshop expericence
is preferred but not necessary.
Hours a re flexible to fit your
class schedule. Please apply
at t he business office In
Buuard or call Mollie 0 581·
2816.

HA/00

For Sale
Entire computer system loaded
with software. Great for college students in need of cheap
word processing and spreadsheet capabilities. Cheap ,
cheap, cheap. Call 345-6759.

7129
Beautiful off-white couch. Very
comfortable. Must see to
appreciate. Call 345-6759.

7129
POSSible 6 Bedroom Home Great for College Rental. Call
Strong's Real Estate at 235·
6789.

7129

Wanted 1 - 2 roommates for
Fall 98 - Spring 99 to sublease
newer 2 BR apartment, fully
furnished. Close to campus.
Call Lyndl at 217-732-2305.
7/29
Roommate needed ASAP for
98-99 schoolyear or fall
semester. Rent under $200
plus utilities Good location.
Call 348-0727 for more information.
7/29

PICK YOUR HOURS, own
local tanning salon In a great
location. Turnkey operation for
a negotiable price. 348-8706.

7129
Sporty, 2 door. V-6. 1993
Dodge Shadow ES, cruise,
A/C, excellent condition .
$5,500 negotiable. Call 3452558.

7129

Eastern News

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

tXTBOO K RENTAL SERVICE. The hours of operation for Summer
finester 1998 book returns at the Textbook Rental Service are as follows:
~rsday, July 30, 8 a.m.-7 p.m.; Friday, July 31, 8 a.m.-7 p.m.; Saturday,
st 1, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.; and Monday, August 3, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
extbooks must be returned no later than 4:00 p.m. on Monday, August 3, to
a late fine. You must pay full replacement cost for lost textbooks. Such
ents are non-refundable. You will also be required to pay replacement
for textbooks in which you have done writing or highlighting, which have
subject to unusual wear, or have been water damaged. Unless you return
ks by the announced deadline at term-end, you are subject to fines of $2
book plus $.25 per day per book with a maximum of $10 per book. If a textls lost, the fine is In addition to the full replacement cost of the book.
Dan Klingenberg, Director, Textbook Rental Service

It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News1

Address:
C ity: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sta te:
Phone:

D ate: _ _ _ _ _ _ Q N ew

Q S umme r - $ 1 6

Q Fall -$32
Amount P aid $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Q

Cash

Zip: _ _ _ _ _ __

a

Cl Check # _ _ __

S pring - $32

Q

Q Full Year - $60

MasterCar dNISA

Make c h ecks payable to:
S TUDENT PUBLICATIONS
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
C HANGE O F ADDRESS:

Name: - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - -- Address:
City: - - - -- - - - State: _ _ _ Zip: _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _

Wednesday:
Spaghetti
•
Special
•

$}99 ~

Every Wednesday :
night from 4 till 10 •
pm. Price is for full
order of spaghetti
•
and garlic bread.

Large Thin
Single Item
for the low
price of

$

Q Renew

RESUME PAPER
25 sheets - $1.00

(a\'ailable in parchment. ash, natural, grey & \vhite)

matching letter-size envelopes - 25/$1.00
9x12 white envelopes - 10/$1.00
We can also print 100 copies of a one page

resume for $5.00 (within 2 business days)

345-3400

CAREER SERVICES

1600 LL ">In
in Charleston

SSB, Room 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
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c
ompetition
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·
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I feel we will put more talent on the floor tban the previous year.
I It is
going to be a learning experience, but I hope that as we get c oser to
conference time the fact that we have more talent and more depth to
play will really be the deciding factor in our overall success this conference season."
'

The Panther men's ba~ketbaJI team
hopes to make a big impression on teams
around the OVC this year. The signing of
five new recruits almost ensures that ,-.ill
happen.
The team will be without the assistance
of several key athletes from last years second place Ohio Valley Conference team.
Gone due to graduation are Kurt Cufflc.
Eric Frankford. Rick Kaye. Scott Newman,
Jason Sower.; and Conya Robinson.
Kaye, who was voted runner-up in the
OVC "Player of the Year" balloting, finished number two in the league in scoring
with 21. l point'> per game. He is number 11
· on the all-time career list at Eastern with
1,35 1 points. His 570 points last season
rank sixth best on the Eastern single season

mark.

!

•

The newcomers on the squad this year
will hope to fill the gap left by those graduating seniors and help propel the Panthers
to a championship season.
Leading the group of newcomers will be
Michael Forest, a 6-foot-4 transfer student
from John A. Logan Community College.
Forest averaged 15.0 points, 5.0 rebounds,
and 6.3 assists per game last season for
Logan. He was named All-Region 24 and

'

• Rick Samuels
Men's basketball coach
First Team All-Great Rivers Athletic
Conference last year.
The other recruits are as follows:
•Todd Bergmann - Freshman - 6-foot-7
inches - Elk Grove, Ill. {Conant Hig h
School/Northfield-St. Herman, MA Prep)
• Henry Domercant - Freshman - 6-foot-2
inches - Naperville, m. (North High School)
• Luke Sharp - Freshman - 6-foot-8 inches lrvingtOn. ill. (Centralia High School)
mlan Thompson - Freshman - 6-foot-l l inches - Auburn, Ind. (DeKalb High School)
"I am really excited about this recruiting
class," said head coach Rick Samuels. "It
may be as good as we have had in several
years."
The Panther's tough early season schedule will be a test to these young players.
They will undoubtedly look to the veterans

for guidance and support early on.
Helping the freshman along will be several key returning athletes. Leading that
group will be Jack Owens and Marc Polite.
Owens was named to the OVC AllNewcomer Team last year. He averaged
11 .2 points, 2.04 steals, and 4.6 assists per
game last season. Po lite averaged 10.3
points, and 3.3 boards per game while
shooting 44.7 percent from the floor last
season.
Rounding out and adding depth and
experience to the squad will be Keith
Hibbler. Kyle Hill. Greg Kristou, Michael
Shaver, and John Smith.
"We are going to be young inside, particularly in the 4-5 position," said Samuels.
··we will have Michael Shaver back, but
after that we become young. There will be

opportunities for some of the younger
to jump
· in there and get some play·
time:
Playing time is usually something
comes with experience and that is s
thing the Panthers hope to get when

travel to Hawaii to open play with a p
son tournament.
The NCAA limits teams to 26 games
a post season tournament. However. e
fourth year they allow each team to play
exempt tournament. The trip to Haw
the Panther's exempt tournament.
Panthers qualify this year by having
gone for four years, so they will play
extra games.
Hopefully. the Panthers will take this
as an opportunity to come together
team and get ready for regular and co
ence season play.
"Obviously, we are much younger.
much less experienced than we were
year, and that concerns me because of
tough early season schedule," said S
"But, on the other band I feel we will
more talent on the floor than the pre ·
year. It is going to be a learning experi
but I hope that as we get closer to c
ence time the fact that we have more
and more depth to play will really be
deciding factor in our overall success
conference season."

1

l

EIU swimming mixes
youth with experience
By CHAD VERBAIS
Sports editor
While the men are rebuilding,
the women will be trying to break
more records for the 1998 Panther
swimming team.
The men will be trying to
recover from the loss of several
key members from last years
team, while the women will try
and forge ahead with the stellar
group of recruits and returning
athletes that they will have.
Notably gone from last years
men's team are Doug Habben and
Drew Shepardson. Habben holds
records in several freestyle categories, including the 100 meter
and 200 meter events.
Shepardson, who was a specialty
swimmer in the breaststroke,
holds both records for that event
He was named the most valuable
ad1lete at the conference meet last

season.
Losing two key perfonners,
such as these two, along with
many ochers being gone will be a
blow to the program according to
head coach, Ray Padovan.
"We had a real nice freshman
team last year that did a good job
for us. If the group that comes in
this year does the same, if not better, we will be very happy with
that," said coach Padovan. "Our
success will really be determined
for the men if the newcomers
come in and are productive right
away and continue to improve."
Leading the group of returners
for the men will be Patrick
Johnson, who holds the backstroke records. He is an asset to
the program and is definitely the
, strongest returning swimmer.
according to Padovao.
lbe returning women
will be several key athletes hold-

l'.eactma

ing the success of last years
record breaking team. Amanda
Dore and Karina Freer should
headline that group of returning
stellar athletes.
Dore, who was a freshman last
season, broke several records in
free style events last year. Her
times in the 400 meter freestyle
relay and 100 meter freestyle
were enough to qualify her for the
junior nationals.
Freer, who was also a freshman last season . helped set
records on a variety of relay
teams last year. Her time in the 50
meter freestyle and her finish in
the 400 meter freestyle relay were
also enough for her to qualify for
the junior nationals.
"We have about ten women
coming back that are really,
extremely talented," said
Padovao. "We should have a real
balanced and strong team this
year. If the five freshman coming
in do the job for us we should
have an excellent group."
The diving events for the
women should remain equal
along those lines. They have a
strong returning group and look to
the freshman only to help that

cause.
Diving for the men probably
will be a liule bit weaker, according to Padovan. They will be
lacking in experience and hope to
have a strong showing to build on
next year.
"I really am looking fOJWard to
this year, I think it should be an
excellent season for us," said
Padovan . " Hopefully, we have
some individuals that will have
great seasons and we can tum that
success into team accomplishments. Our main concern is that
they focus early and come out
mentally and physically pre-

pared."

Enis enters Bears training camp
despite sexual assault charges
PLATTEVILLE. Wis. {AP) While a grand jury considers
whether Curtis Enis should face
charges in a sexual assault complaint, he can count on support
from his C hicago Bears teammates.
They would feel much better,
however, if the first-round draft
pick was in camp and away from
all distractions.
"I'm sure everything will come
to light and his name will be
c leared with no problems," said
defensive end Mark Thomas, a
member of Champions for Christ
with Enis. "That's something that
he's going to have to deal with and
it's going to have to be cleared up.
But he definitely needs to get in
camp and I think he knows that."
Enis, the fifth overall pick, was
named in a sexual assault complaint ftled May 30 with Irving,
Texas police. The running back
has not been arrested or charged.
Specific details of the complaint
have not been released. 1be case

was referred to a Dallas County
grand jury after police found no
physical evidence, said Sgt. Tun
Kelly, a division supervisor.
Police have been asked to clarify certain points, and grand j urors
could get the case back next week,
David Tull. a police department
spokesman, said Tuesday.
"He said some of the accusations
are not true and he's on top of it
with his legal people,.. Bears coach
Dave Wannstedt said Tuesday.
"What is true and what is not true, I
just don't know."
Bob Sussman, Enis' attorney,
called the charges "hogwash."
" This is standard, operating
procedure . . . to screen complaints," he said.
1be sexual assault complaint is
the latest distraction for the Bears
involving Enis. Almost a week
into training camp, they're still
waiting for him to end his holdout.
The complaint hasn' t been a
factor in the drawn-out negotiations, said Mark Hatley, Chicago's
vice president of player personnel.

Enis recently fired agent V:
McElroy and hired Greg Fe
financial planner who has n
negotiated an NFL contract be
"We discussed it as a club
we're aware of what's going
Hatley said. "And that's all
going to say."
Those who know Enis pe
ly were surprised by the all
tions.
'That's a pretty serious
lion. He said it's not true, so I
to take his word for it,"
receiver Bobby Engram, a t
mare of Enis' at Peon Stale.
'That's something that can
somebody's career. Even if it's
true, he's going to have that
bit of a stigma with him, i
while anyway," Engram said.
want to talk to him, actually, ·
to see where his head's at,
think he'll be fine."
P.nis left Peon Stale a year
after accepting more than $1
worth of clothing from a s
agent, a violation of NCAA

Pippen undergoes back surge
CHICAGO (AP) - Scottie
Pippen, who helped the Chicago
Bulls win their sixth NBA title
last month, underwent back
surgery at a Chicago hospital this
week, a procedure his doctor said
is not career-threatening.
Dr. Michael Schafer, chairman
of Northwestern Memorial
Hospital's department of orthopedic surgery, performed the back
operation Monday.
He perfonned similar surgery
on Pippen in 1988.
. "I was very pleased with the
surgery. The operation was suc'*'5fui, llld I aped Mr. Pipfen

will have no trouble in resuming
his career," Schafer said in a
statement Tuesday from Pippen's
agent, Jimmy Sexton.
Pippen, a free agent, expectS a
rapid and full recovery without an
effect on his playing career, the
statement said.
Pippen, who was not available
for comment Tuesday, also consuited with Dr. Robert G. Watkins,
a specialist in Los Angeles.
Bulls chainnan Jerry Reinsdorf,
approached before Tuesday night's
Tampa Bay Devil Rays-Chicago
White Sox game at Comiskey

,__ ...... _. ___ __

Pippen's surgery.
During the NBA lockout,
not permitted to talk with pla
" I'm not allowed to co
He's not a member of our
He's a free agent," Re~sdorf
Pippen. 32, hurt his back
the NBA Finals after be
knocked to the floor sev
times while drawing charges.
He received a cortisone in"
ti on before Game 6 and
severely limited as the Bulls
the Utah Jazz
'!aim their
title of the 19'JVs.
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